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QUESTION 1

Upon connecting a VMware Managed Transit Gateway (VTGW), the administrator discovers that there is an overlapping
workload CIDR bleck. How will the software-defined data center (SDDC) handle the overlapping IP space? 

A. It will reject the remote IP space. 

B. It will isolate the overlapping segment in the cloud. 

C. It will allow the overlapping IP space. 

D. It will ensure both CIDR blocks work in both locations. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a key functionality of the vRealize Automation Cloud Service Broker? 

A. Provides a common catalog for easy consumption on VMware Cloud. 

B. Manages blueprints as a code in a YAML format. 

C. Automates the DevOps release lifecycle. 

D. Creates and deploys virtual machines, applications, and services to multiple clouds. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is asked to create a new network segment in VMware Cloud on AWS. This network segment should be
accessible from the on-premises data center. How would the administrator create this new network and what segment
type should it be? 

A. Connect to the on-premises VMware vCenter Server and create the network segment through the VMware vSphere
user interface. Select the stretched network segment type. 

B. Connect to the VMware Cloud console to create the network segment. Select the routed network segment type. 

C. Connect to the VMware Cloud console to create the network segment. Select the extended network segment type. 

D. Connect to the VMware Cloud on AWS vCenter Server and create the network segment through the VMware
vSphere user interface. Select the routed network segment type. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator is trying to identify how many hosts will be required to evacuate a cluster from an existing data center
and relocate those workloads into VMware Cloud on AWS. The cluster runs a variety of workloads for the corporate
customer relationship management system. Which three profiles could the administrator create in the VMware Cloud on
AWS Sizer? (Choose three.) 

A. Databases ?Oracle 

B. Databases ?Microsoft SQL Server 

C. General Purpose (Application VMs) 

D. VDI ?Instant Clone 

E. VDI ?Full Clone 

F. General Purpose (General VMs) 

Correct Answer: BEF 

 

QUESTION 5

A new VMware Cloud on AWS customer has previously deployed a VMware Horizon-based VDI solution into their data
centerto support their remote developer workforce. Due to unforeseen growth, the company needs to quickly expand
their remote workforce. The growth will consume any forecast capacity in the VDI solution and, therefore, additional
capacity is now required. The VDI solution service owner would like the solution to support the ability to quickly scale
in/out to provide additional capacity based on demand. Which three steps should the administrator take to scale out the
VDI solution? (Choose three.) 

A. Deploy a new VMware Horizon pod on VMware Cloud on AWS. 

B. Deploy a new VMware Horizon pod on-premises. 

C. Configure network connectivity and firewall rules to allow communications between the two on-premises connection
servers. 

D. Configure network connectivity and firewall rules to allow communications between on-premises and VMware Cloud
on AWS connection servers. 

E. Connect the two VMware Horizon pods together using the security servers. 

F. Connect the two VMware Horizon pods together using a Horizon Cloud Pod Architecture (CPA). 

Correct Answer: BDF 
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